THE EFFECT OF VIRTUAL MASS ON THE CHARACTERISTICS AND THE NUMERICAL STABILITY IN TWO-PHASE FLOWS

ABSTRACT
It is known that the typical six equation two-fluid model of the two-phase flow possesses complex characteristics, exhibits unbounded instabilities in the short-wavelength limit and constitutes an ill-posed initial value problem. Among the suggestions to overcome these difficulties, one model for the virtual mass force terms was studied here, because the virtual mass represents real physical effects to accomplish the dissipation for numerical stability. It was found that the virtual mass has a profound effect upon the mathematical characteristic and numerical stability. Here a quantitative bound on the coefficient of the virtual mass terms was suggested for mathematical hyperbolicity and numerical stability. It was concluded that the finite difference scheme with the virtual mass model is restricted only by the convective stability conditions with the above suggested value.
INTRODUCTION
Transient two-phase flow analysis is of importance in nuclear reactors under various accident conditions. Among the several models of two-phase flow the two-fluid model offers the most detailed and general description of two-phase flow. But it was reported in early work that the model has inherent instability problems. In 1965 Jarvis [1] tried to solve the twophase equations using the two-fluid model for modeling the cooldown process in cryogenics and faced instability problems. He attributed the instabilities he encountered to the fact that the system was found to be nonhyperbolic. In 1967 Richtmyer and Morton [2] showed that, if the IVP is ill-posed, then no difference scheme that is consistent with the problem can be stable. Conference [5] , the instability problems in the two-fluid model were shown to be caused by an ill-posed problem. In 1976 Bryce [6] experienced large-scale pressure oscillations with RELAP-UK code. He demonstrated that simple two-fluid model with complex characteristics does not give solutions which converge as the mesh size and time step size are refined. He concluded that, though the solution may be obtained by using numerical technique, the significance of these solutions is not clear. In 1976 Lyczkowski [7] did a sample calculation illustrating error growth caused by complex characteristics. In the 1977 ANS topical meeting of thermal reactor safety, Anderson [8] reported his attempt to acheive stability by using virtual mass terms in his RISQUE code which was proposed 11IN by Hilprecht. It was found that the virtual mass has a profound effect on the dynamics of two-phase flow. His code was used to perform numerical calculations on the behavior of interfacial waves. It was observed that for no virtual mass, the wave amplitude grows rapidly, but the computed result with virtual mass shows a stable oscillatory behavior for the wave wave amplitude. In 1979 Rivard and Travis [9] successfully dealt with critical flow with the two-fluid code, K-FIX. But for the results presented, the value of the interfacial drag function was chosed sufficiently large that there is no mean relative motion between the phases.
In 1979 investigators at R.P.I. [10] showed that without virtual mass not only was it more costly to run the problem, but they could not even run the complete problem using their code, GEAR. Computer running time without virtual mass was forty times longer than that with virtual mass.
It may well be argued that equation sets with complex characteristics may still be adequate for a range of phenomena if the numerical method introduces sufficient dissipation to damp the high frequency instabilities.
But obviously there are real physical effects to accomplish the dissipation needed for numerical stability. Among several candidates suggested for numerical stability, Cheng and Lahey's model [10] with the virtual mass terms will be studied here. 
B. CHARACTERISTIC AND STABILITY ANALYSIS
The effect of virtual mass on the characteristics can be illstrated by adding the virtual mass terms to the one-dimensional momentum equations of both liquid and vapor. Here Cheng and Lahey's model for the virtual mass terms is considered. The conservation equations are as follows:
Conservation of vapor mass:
Conservation of liquid mass:
Conservation of vapor momentum:
where V i , F s, F v and Fwv are the interfacial velocity, the standard drag force per unit volume, the virtual mass force per unit volume, and the vapor wall friction force per unit volume, respectively.
where F is the liquid wall friction force per unit volume. where Qwv and Qi are the heat transfer per unit volume from wall to vapor and from interface, respectively.
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Conservation of liquid energy:
where QWY is the heat transfer per unit volume from wall to liquid.
Let us construct the form of
where x is a column vector of independent variables, x = (0,P,Vv,V ,ev,e ) 
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From the terms related to the energy equations we obtained p = Vv 9V £ Physically this means that energy is transferred by only convection.
For simplicity with the assumption that av>>V v and a>>V , that is, incompressible flow is used, we neglect cta -2 (P-VI) and a av-2(P-Vv ) We may predict that these terms are related to the sonic velocities transferred through liquid and vapor. Now we get the simplified determinant form 
In order for our system to have real and distinct characteristics
i) There is no virtual mass; Cv= 0 b 2 -4ac = -4a Vk3 P Therefore the system with no virtual mass always has two complex characteristics except the single phase region (B.18)
If C v 0 and XA 2,
Note that as A approaches 2 or 0, the required value of C v becomes larger and larger. C. NUMERICAL STABILITY
Here we shall examine a difference scheme formed in a similar way to THERMIT [13] . For the same reason as in the stability analysis, mass exchange, standard drag force, and wall friction are neglected.
Also energy equations are dropped because they only represent convective properties as we say in the characteristic analysis vapor mass
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The above numerical scheme can be modified as follows:
,n an 
Treating the coefficients as constants and using Von Neumann local stability analysis, U= ~n exp(ikjAz), we obtain the determinant form for a nontrivial solution. ltt At Also if V <1 and V < 1, the above inequality is always met.
Therefore, it can be concluded that, if A = 1 and C >/4avpv/p , the finite difference scheme is restricted only by the convective stability conditions.
